This article presents a technical construction of reasoning and counter-models for some sentences called fragments as in [9] in English. Speaking English and logical inferences are brought together in computer based approach to natural language. Not only the inferences in the language [7] are given but also counter-model constructions in case of no inference from input sentences. Approach of this construction considers usage of minimal number of set elements. 
Introduction
Most of information and computer system focus on checking that queries correct or not. These queries are responded in the form of yes or no. We give algorithms and an illustrating implementation regarding the reason of a query is answered yes or no. This fragment has their origins in Aristotle 'syllogism. Aristotle presented syllogism notion by helping approach of categories [2] and [12] . Aristotelian syllogism was begun to evaluate as an issue of formal logic by Lukasiewicz [6] . Corcoran gave a completeness theorem for Aristotelian syllogism as named "Completeness of an ancient logic" [5] . A modern completeness theorem was given by Moss [7] . Some complexity results of syllogistic sentences of English, completeness results of some syllogistic logics and algorithms and completeness results of some relational syllogistic logics were given in order of by [9] , [7] and [10] . The fragment we consider in this paper is contained by [9] in view of complexity and by [7] in view of completeness. We integrate this fragment having efficient time complexity and logical completeness in to natural language. We give a general construction method in addition to we uploaded an instance of the construction script to sagemathcloud.com [14] to share it. Some algorithms shall be given in the syntax of Python [11] others in the pseudo-code for readability.
Preliminaries
Definition 2.1 [4] A context-free grammar (CFG) is a tuple G = (M, Σ, R, S) where:
M is a set of non-terminal symbols Σ is a set of terminal symbols R is a set of rules of the form A→B 1 Definition 2.4 [13] Reachability Problem in Directed Graph: Given a directed graph G = (V, E) and a vertex v in G which other vertices can be reached by a path starting from v. Definition 2.5 [7] Let Γ be a set of sentences in S. A proof tree over Γ is a finite tree T whose nodes are labeled with sentences, and each node is either a leaf node labeled with an element of Γ, or else matches one of the rules in the proof system S in Table 1 . Γ ⊢ Φ means that there is a proof tree T for over Γ whose root is labeled Φ. We read this as Γ proves Φ, or Γ derives Φ or that Φ follows from Γ in our proof system S. Example 2.6 A proof tree for given Γ = { Some p are q, All p are h, All h are m, All m are t } ⊢ Some p are t: Definition 2.7 [7] Let Γ be a finite set of All sentences. We say p → All q ∶⇔ Γ ⊢ All p are q. In other saying, there is a path from node p to node q if taking variables as nodes of graph obtained from Γ and p→ All q is a directed edge from p to q of the graph.
Derivation Algorithms in S
We take a set of input sentences Γ as a set of premises and Γ ⊢ Φ means that query sentence Φ is derivable from Γ. On the other hand, Γ ⊬ Φ means that Φ is not derivable from Γ. Algorithm 1 An algorithm to check Γ ⊢ All p are q for given a finite set Γ ⊆ S. 
Counter-Model Constructions in S
We use sets in order to construct counter-models since S logic has set-theoretic model. 
Integrating Algorithms of S with Natural Language
In this section, we consider how to be detected whether a sentence is or not in the grammar of language of S. We use certain properties of NLTK module of Python Program [3] to do this. We prefer to utilize the tools of POS-tagger function and WordNet package in NLTK for the purpose of checking sentences whether to be or not in natural spoken English and the grammar of language of S. The function POS-tagger determines syntactic symbols of words of a sentence. Therefore the function provides to specify the grammar of intended sentences which are as in Figure 1 by using tree and tagging functions of part of speech tagging as in Table 2 . WordNet is a lexical database for English. We use WordNet in order to test whether words of input sentences in language of S is or not in English. WordNet package which is provided by NLTK serves online query for English words. In Algorithm 8, input sentences are strings and text ← nltk.word.tokenize (Φ) means that the program turns the string Φ into a list text such that a list is a data structure in Python (see Figure 2) . tagging ← nltk.postag (text) means that the program turns the list text into the nested tagging such that nested list is a list data structure in Python (see Figure 3) . If a input string belongs to WordNet, it belongs to spoken English, in other saying, natural English. Equivalent of this fact is that the function wn.synset (α) returns a list data structure if it finds a data for the string α in WordNet and bool value of a list is True in Python (see figure 4) . 
Technical Details
In this section, we consider a graph of input number-time (seconds) comparison of the implementation that is implemented for this research. The implementation can be found as a project S Logic with Counter-Model and NLTK on Sagemath Cloud [14] if request an access to the project. We here test the script how much time (in seconds) to run for 10, 100 and 1000 input. We take the script as a Python function to test on 8GB RAM, 64-bit operating system and 2.40 Ghz CPU. Table 3 . Running time of the script for 10, 100 and 1000 input number Ordered pairs of input number -time values are (10, 1.55298509697), (100, 9.31559195193), (1000, 82.3807380957) as can be seen in Table 3 . Function from these ordered pairs is approximated the function f(x) ≈ −0.001x 2 +0.086x+0.682 obtained by using Lagrange interpolation for three points. Graph of the function in Figure 4 shows that the function behaves nearly f(x) ≈ 10x + 12. The script has a very efficient run time under reasonable input number.
Remark 1
We could not find any comparable work to compare to or with our work in literature since this research is in a very new research area and multidiscipline.
